WARE started in 1952 and now is one of the largest rental boiler companies in the country. WARE's rental fleet ranges from 10 hp to 250,000 pph.

WARE’s boiler rental service offers:
- 24/7 Delivery
- Start up Service
- Pre-installation Consultation
- Operator Training
- Turnkey Installation
WARE is a solution and service based company. Any company can rent equipment, but WARE goes the extra step to anticipate exactly what the customer needs. WARE then develops a solution to fit that need and follows through with first class service and equipment. This customer focus is what sets WARE apart from other suppliers.

- **Trailer Mounted up to 82,500 pph**
- **Skid Mounted up to 250,000 pph**
- **Mobile Boiler Rooms up to 1,000 hp**

WARE sells only the highest quality equipment. All WARE stock boilers come with a written warranty.

- **In stock Firetube Boilers up to 1,500 hp**
- **In stock Watertube Boilers up to 250,000 pph**

**CUSTOM BUILT CONTAINERIZED SYSTEMS**
WARE can design any size steam system requirement by utilizing multiple containers.
WARE’s chiller fleet includes reciprocating and industrial chillers that feature the latest in compressor technology with state-of-the-art controls. These chillers deliver high operating efficiency and simplified troubleshooting from 20 - 600 tons.

For customers whose budget may not allow for a new boiler purchase, WARE offers remanufactured equipment. WARE has a reputation for remanufacturing boilers, turning the used boilers into top performing, dependable equipment. WARE also offers warranties on its remanufactured equipment and keeps various sizes of remanufactured boilers in stock, test-fired and ready to ship.

National Board Inspected
Dismantled, Remanufactured and Rebuilt
Trimmed to meet customers requirement
Test-fired
Fully warranted
24 hour support

800.228.8861
502.968.2211
www.WeRentBoilers.com
**Who Provides the Insurance?**
The Lessee agrees to provide full protection for the boilers. Generally your boiler insurance policy and general liability will automatically pick up the risk.

**Who Pays for the Loading and Unloading?**
Lessee must arrange and pay for the unloading and reloading at the plant site. Any crane charges are considered a loading or unloading charge.

**What About Oil Tanks?**
If the Lessee does not have fuel storage facilities, the local oil company can usually supply a temporary storage tank. Tank may be supplied by WARE at an additional charge. This tank cannot be located on the ground alongside the boiler.

**Who Provides Smoke Stacks?**
Stub stacks are provided on most units. They are usually sufficient if ample building clearance exists.

**Who Provides Start-Up Service?**
WARE provides start-up and operator training at an additional charge for all equipment.

**What About Feedwater Treatment?**
Normal boiler feedwater treatment, which is regularly used at the plant site, may be suitable for the rental boiler. Feedwater chemicals may also be supplied by WARE at an additional charge. Removal of any scale that might develop during operation is the responsibility of the Lessee.

**How About Disconnecting?**
Plan on a local boiler shop personnel to perform this work. It is the responsibility of the Lessee.

**Who Pays the Freight?**
This is the Lessee’s financial responsibility. WARE may make the arrangements. Lessee pays the shipping charge from the storage location to the plant site and return.

**What About Parts That Fail During Operation?**
Parts that fail due to normal wear and tear will be supplied by WARE. Labor is the responsibility of the Lessee.

**Who Provides the Oil Pump?**
The oil pump and automatic equipment is generally provided as an integral part of the boiler units.

**Who Supplies the Gas Regulator?**
Regulated gas pressure must be supplied to the boiler by the Lessee. See specification sheet for exact pressure required by the boiler selected for the purpose. High pressure regulators may be supplied by WARE at an additional charge.

**Who Provides the HookUps?**
Connection and disconnection are done by plant personnel or local boiler shop. This is Lessee’s responsibility.

**What about Fuel and Power?**
These are supplied by Lessee.

**Who Should Operate the Boiler?**
Boilers should be operated by competent engineers and in accordance with the Lessee’s instructional book. Any occurrence of damage other than normal wear and tear is the responsibility of the Lessee. With proper training, boiler operators on site can handle our automated boiler along with existing duties.

**How is Boiler to Be Prepared for Shipment?**
Boiler should be opened, washed out, and inspected by the boiler inspector or plant personnel. Inspection report (found in the instruction book) should be completed and forwarded to WARE’s office at completion of the rental. This work is the responsibility of the Lessee.

**Who Pays for Removal of Goose-Necks and Axles if Needed?**
Customer will pay for crane to remove goose-necks and axles if needed.
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